
25-08-2020
seen the petition filed U/s.438 of cr.p.c. seeking pre-arrest bail by

accused/petitioner namery Md. Jakir Hussain and Md. Ajmur Haque
apprehending arrest in connection with Tezpur p.S. case No. LLsgl2O2O
(corresponding to GR case No.1873/2020) u/s. 304134 of Ipc.

case diary, as cailed for, has been received and perused the same.
It appears that the case wds r:egistered urs.3o4r34 0f Ipc. Heard rd. counser for
both the sides through video conferencing.

The allegation against the accused/petitioners is that they made a
trap in their house to catch wild hog and deer for the purpose of illegal trade by
fixing live electric wire. It further appears l'rom the FIR that one wahidur Haque
came in contact at around B:30 p.m. with the live electric wire and sustained
injuries and he succumbed to his injuries on his way to hospitar.

on perusar of the case diary it appears that investigating officer
has failed to collect any cogent materials to show commission of any offence
U/s'304 of IPC. It further prima facie appears from the materials in the case
diary that the deceased was a habituar pourtry rifter in the viilage.

Be that as it may, the fact remains that there is no cogent
materials on record to disallow the prayer for pre-arrest bail of the afore-stated
accused/petitioners. 

,

consequenry, the prayer for pre-arrest bair stands ailowed. It is
directed that in the event of arrest of the present-accused/petitioners in
connection with the afore-stated case, both of them shall be allowed to go on
bail of Rs'10,000'00 (Rupees ten thousand) only.each with one surety of like
amount to the satisfaction of the arresting authority on condition that both the
accused/petitioners shall extend all necessary cooperation whenever so asked
for by the investigating officer.

Let the case diary be sent back.

Misc. case stands accordingly disposed of.

( N. Akhtar )
Additional Sessions Judge
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